THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (MOD)
HAS FIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR A
FAUX-BEARSKIN CAP.

ECOPEL’S FAUX BEAR
FUR MEETS THEM ALL.
The MoD has always maintained that its support for the slaughter of Canadian black bears for the Queen’s Guard’s
ceremonial caps would end as soon as a “suitable and affordable [faux fur] alternative” became available. In February
2022, in response to a public petition and pressure from MPs, the MoD revealed for the first time five criteria that any faux
fur must meet to replace the use of bear pelts. It claimed that no faux fur has met them all.
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) can now reveal that new tests, conducted between December 2020 and
April 2022, conclusively show that ECOPEL’s faux bear fur performs in a way very similar to – or better than – real bear fur in
all five areas.
This document examines each of the MoD’s requirements and the laboratory test results proving that the faux fur created
by ECOPEL and PETA fulfils them.
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The Five Requirements
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WATER ABSORPTION
Tests conducted at Intertek, an MoD-accredited laboratory, on 18 December 2020 showed that when wet, the
ECOPEL faux bear fur performs in a way very similar to real bear fur.
The water shedding test – the modified WIRA shower test – assesses the fabric’s ability to shed water. It measures
the wetness and general appearance of the fabric when water is poured on it. When water was poured on the
real bearskin sample, the laboratory report noted that the water runs off “in 3–5 places”. Similarly, the laboratory
found that water was able to pass through the strands of faux fur and ran down the fabric “from multiple
locations”. The ways the bear fur and the faux fur performed were remarkably similar – right down to the
temporary circular indentation where the water had been poured.
The real bearskin, when wet, formed tendrils. So, too, did the faux fur sample. And when the faux fur was
shaken – in a manner similar to the way soldiers might shake their heads when wearing the cap – the report noted
that the water “[d]roplets have been shaken off”.

Real bearskin test, 2006
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ECOPEL test, 2020

WATER PENETRATION
The same tests at the Intertek laboratory assessed how much water, if any, penetrated through the cap to ensure
the soldiers wouldn’t get wet while wearing it. The faux-fur cap, like the bearskin cap, was found to have “[n]o
wetting to the back of sample”, meaning it is 100% waterproof.
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APPEARANCE
ECOPEL built bespoke machinery to ensure that the strands of the faux bear fur would match the exact length
of real bear fur, 9.5 cm. It is virtually indistinguishable from a real bearskin cap.
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THE FUTURE
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THE PAST
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DRYING RATE
On 14 April 2022, under laboratory conditions, a fabric technologist replicated the Intertek Test 207604, which had
been conducted on bear fur, on the faux fur to measure its drying rate and compression.
Intertek’s drying tests were completed four times. The average of the four tests was a total coefficient of drying
at 83.3%, meaning the percentage of drying achieved over a 24-hour period is around 83.3%. The real bear fur
has a drying rate of 64.1% over 24 hours. Therefore, the faux fur has a significantly better (i.e. faster) drying
rate (by 19.2%).
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COMPRESSION
An objective measurement of a fabric’s physical and mechanical properties, such as surface compression, is
required in order to ascertain its suitability for the applications for which it will be used.
On 13 April 2022, a fabric technologist tested the faux fur’s compression properties by building a perspirometer
replica, a testing tool designed to replicate certain conditions. The fabric was compressed between the two plates
of the device and placed in an oven heated to 37 degrees for an hour. As stated in a 2007 Intertek compression test
on real bear fur, the perspirometer’s sole purpose is to keep the sample from moving during the heating of the
fabric. The pressure applied was 2 to 3 lbs (0.97 to 1.36 kg), equal to the pressure exerted in the original test.
The fabric performed well. Intertek’s results from 2007 recorded 45 minutes for the compression recovery of real
bear fur. ECOPEL’s faux fur returned to within 5 millimetres of its original height within 45 minutes and achieved
full thickness shortly thereafter. It is fair to infer that they perform very similarly.

Additional Areas of Performance
In its response to a parliamentary question about the five requirements, the MoD also mentioned durability, user
comfort, and sustainability. Here, we address these additional areas of concern:

DURABILITY
ECOPEL’s faux bear fur is a high-quality textile designed for longevity and durability when used in the production of
faux bearskin caps. Additionally, ECOPEL has offered the MoD unlimited faux bear fur free of charge until 2030.
SHAPE AND COMFORT
The MoD has blocked ECOPEL from working with its cap makers, but a stunning replica cap puts paid to any potential
criticism regarding shape. It’s also lighter than real bear fur, offering enhanced user comfort and, no doubt, resulting
in fewer fainting guards during the summer months.
SUSTAINABILITY
Real bear fur must be treated with toxic chemicals such as formaldehyde to stop it from decomposing and soaked
in vats of black dye to ensure uniformity of colour. Only a small section of fur on a bear’s back that meets the MoD’s
strict length requirement is used. The faux bear fur, however, is produced in closed-loop factories, minimising waste,
and it offers uniformity of pile length and colour. It’s kinder to the environment and animals.

EXPERT ASSESSMENT
Atom Cianfarani, an independent fabric technologist who has worked with ECOPEL to perfect the fabric and
prepared it for the successful MoD-copyrighted WIRA shower test, has now carried out drying rate and
compression testing and shared their overall opinion, below, with PETA:
Textile production has advanced to the degree that it is now possible – and necessary – to implement
the design of a perfect replica of the [bearskin] cap that is 100% recyclable. I have over 25 years of
experience in material and fabric research and development in the fashion and sustainable
architecture industries. I believe that the combination of ECOPEL [faux fur] along with a waterproof
membrane such as Tyvek will produce a fast-drying, lightweight cap that will be more comfortable
and less toxic for the wearer, while still conveying the historically important image of the Grenadiers.
ECOPEL [faux fur] equally performed or outdid bearskin in all of the tests. My opinion is that the time
is now to make the switch for a better [bearskin] cap for our future.

Now Is the Time to Make the Switch
The current secretary of state for defence, Ben Wallace, has a long history of actively working to thwart any move towards
faux fur caps. As far back as 2006, he put down an amendment to an early day motion that called for the development
of a faux fur version of the cap, urging the government to hang onto, in his words, the “glorious” military tradition of real
bearskins. Tradition must never be used as an excuse for cruelty to animals, especially now that a more sustainable – and
superior – alternative is available. ECOPEL’s faux bear fur is tried, tested, and ready to be rolled out. The MoD must honour
its commitment to making the switch. There are no excuses left: it’s time for the MoD to go fur-free.

Contact Kate Werner, PETA senior campaigns manager, at KateW@peta.org.uk.

